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 Victorian Literature and Culture (2002), 237-256. Printed in the United States of America.
 Copyright ? 2002 Cambridge University Press. 1060-1503/02 $9.50

 KASHMIR SHAWLS IN MID-VICTORIAN
 NOVELS

 By Suzanne Daly

 In a feverish stillness, the intimate recesses of the domestic space
 become sites for history's most intricate invasions. In that displace
 ment, the border between home and world becomes confused; and,
 uncannily, the private and the public become part of each other,
 forcing upon us a vision that is as divided as it is disorienting.

 ? Homi K. Bhabha, "The World and the Home"

 It is by their apparel that types of society first become known.
 ? Frantz Fanon, "Algeria Unveiled"

 When cloth or clothing made for a specific purpose in one cultural context begins to
 be produced as a commodity and is appropriated as fashion by a different culture, mean
 ings reverberate on both sides of the transaction. The commercial traffic with India in the
 nineteenth century brought many such commodities into the homes of the English middle
 class. Some of these items, and particularly textiles, led a double life, functioning at once
 as exotic foreign artifacts and as markers of proper Englishness. If mid-Victorian novels
 may be said to have assisted in circulating and crystallizing, rather than merely reflecting,
 social norms among their readers, then the regularity with which certain Indian textiles
 and especially shawls reappear in these novels bespeaks their burgeoning importance both
 commercially and ideologically.

 A prehistory of the Victorian fascination with shawls is outlined by John Keay in The
 Honourable Company. He writes that the Merchant's Hope, which sailed from Surat to
 England in 1613 with a cargo of cotton goods, marked the beginning of a new domestic
 economy: "Instead of English tweeds revolutionizing Eastern fashions, Indian cottons
 were about to invade English domestic life. Napkins and table-cloths, bed sheets and soft
 furnishings, not to mention underwear and dress fabrics, quite suddenly became indispen
 sable to every respectable household. A new vocabulary of chintzes and calicoes, taffetas,

 muslins, ginghams and cashmeres entered everyday use. Having first invaded the larder,
 Eastern produce was about to take over the linen cupboard" (98-99). Here, the room-by
 room takeover of the English home by Indian textiles at once prefigures and justifies the
 British movement into India. More striking, however, is the way that the textiles' gradual
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 movement into the beds and onto the bodies of the English is figured as an "invasion,"
 whereas the failed movement of tweeds into India would have "revolutionized" India.

 (Keay asserts that originally, the English had no plan to import Indian textiles, but instead
 had intended to sell English tweed to the Indians, who rejected the fabric as useless for
 anything but elephant blankets [98].)

 Kashmir shawls (known to the Victorians as cashmere) became "indispensable" much
 later. First associated in Europe with French noblewomen in the late 1700s, the shawls
 became popular with English women by the 1820s. By the 1850s, when shawls of many
 descriptions were worn by women of every social class, "Cashmere" shawls, or at least the
 desire to own one, had been adopted by the prosperous middle class. Not surprisingly
 then, they are ubiquitous in the domestic novels of the time where, as we will see, they
 function at once as a marker of respectable English womanhood and as magical and
 mysterious "oriental" garments. They are also a coveted gift that men returning from
 colonial service in India bestow upon their mothers and sisters in a move that symbolizes
 the fitting and desired conclusion to a man's career in India: coming home wealthy,
 bearing the spoils of the East even as he reenters domestic space. As an 1852 essay in
 Household Words entitled "Shawls" prescriptively puts it, "when son or grandson comes
 home from travel, far or near, his present is a new shawl"1 despite the fact that "the supply
 which arrives from Asia over bleak continents and wide oceans, can only be for the rich
 and great" (552, 553).

 The Americanist Bill Brown has used the term "material unconscious" to describe

 that which "names literature's repository of disparate and fragmented, unevenly devel
 oped, even contradictory images of the material everyday." According to Brown, "a
 materialist hermeneutic seeks to retrieve . . . images not as the historical context that
 explains (away) the idiosyncratic details of the literary artifact but as a historical text that
 relations between such details allow us to write" (4). As part of the mid-century material
 everyday, shawls were an immediate and potent marker of women's status, especially
 when the women were outside their homes. Thus in Elizabeth Gaskell's Mary Barton, a
 group of factory girls is described as wearing "the usual out-of-doors dress of that particu
 lar class of maidens; namely, a shawl" (3; ch. 1), and when John Barton's sister Esther
 returns from voluntary exile to speak to her niece Mary Barton, she puts off her prosti
 tute's "finery" and obtains from a pawnbroker's "a black silk bonnet, a printed gown, a
 plaid shawl, dirty and rather worn to be sure, but which had a sort of sanctity to the eyes
 of the street-walker" (278; ch. 21). She thereby literally wraps herself in a mantle of rented
 respectability: Judith Walkowitz has written that "the dress codes of [Victorian] prosti
 tutes . . . served as a way of advertising themselves and attracting male customers.
 Bonnetless, without shawls, they presented themselves 'in their figure' to passersby" (26).
 Poor women, however, were assumed to wear shawls of domestic manufacture made of
 wool or cotton. So powerful was the Kashmir shawl as a signifier of social status that its
 appearance even on a woman who clearly bore all the marks of poverty and hard living
 could temporarily unsettle the system of class markers, at least in a context which lacked
 skillful readers.

 In Villette, a "coarse," dissolute Irish woman passes for "an English lady in reduced
 circumstances" (84, 86; ch. 8) and obtains employment as a governess in a respectable
 Belgian household by virtue of having in her possession "a real Indian shawl ? 'un
 v?ritable Cachemire,'" "the spell by which she struck a certain awe through the house
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 hold" (86; ch. 8). Lucy Snowe, the genuine article who replaces this Mrs. Sweeny, remarks
 that "I feel quite sure that without this 'Cachemire' she would not have kept her footing
 in the pensionnat for two days: by virtue of it, and it only, she maintained the same a

 month" (86; ch. 8) despite her unfortunate habit of drinking whiskey in the nursery. As a
 certifiable Englishwoman, Lucy can do what the Belgians cannot: immediately identify

 Mrs. Sweeny's name and accent as "Hibernic?" (85; ch. 8) rather than "Anglic?," and
 place her as a possible "washerwoman" who has undoubtedly stolen her lace caps, ill
 fitting silk dresses, and the "majestic drapery" with which she adorns her "broad shoul
 ders" (86; ch. 8). As Andrew H. Miller points out in his study of the circulation of
 commodities in Thackeray's Vanity Fair, the anxiety over thieving servants prevalent in
 Victorian novels is less an anxiety about the loss of items that are useful or valuable in
 themselves than it is about the servants' appropriation of the coveted signifiers of their
 employers' social status and the subsequent possibility of their own upward mobility, even
 if that mobility only means owning a milliners' shop (like Becky Sharp's erstwhile maid
 Fifine) or trading the washing of household laundry for the higher-status if barely less
 taxing duties of a governess (see 16-19, 30-31).

 Poor Lucy, of course, has good reason to demonize her rival: not only has she gained
 employment at Mrs. Sweeny's expense, but as a true (and truly) distressed English lady
 seeking employment abroad without so much as a letter of reference, she cannot afford to
 have the integrity of her kind undermined by such impostors. And as a woman alone,
 lacking a home, a family, or indeed connections of any kind, Lucy is aware of how
 intensely vulnerable she is to attacks on her position and her integrity from other (foreign)

 women. In keeping with the novel's structural conceit of events occurring in threes,2 her
 next rival at school is the Parisian teacher, Z?lie St. Pierre, and her ultimate struggle,
 against her employer and erstwhile ally Madame Beck, forms the novel's climax. In these
 terms, Mrs. Sweeny and her shawl serve a structural and thematic purpose ? Lucy could
 not simply walk into the pensionnat and be given the job because Lucy is someone to
 whom nothing comes easily. And they serve to remind us, subtly, that Lucy deserves
 something better, because despite her appalling lack of luck, her bad fate, she is socially
 on a level with her godmother, Mrs. Bretton, a "middle-class, English gentlewoman" (273;
 ch. 20), and with Madame Beck, both of whom wear cashmere shawls.

 With shawls, then, the novel again gives us three of something for no apparent reason.
 And it could be argued that in a novel filled with details of dress and fabric ? lace collars,
 watch-guards, Madame Beck's silent slippers, M. Paul's paletot, the trauma of wearing
 pink in public and the anonymous comfort of winter merino ? the shawls neither deserve
 nor require more attention than any of the other domestic trifles that make up Villette's
 backdrop. That, however, would miss the point that domestic trifles are central to what
 Villette has to say about the harsh realities of class demarcations. As Nicholas Dames has
 shown, Lucy Snowe must learn to regulate her desires in every sphere of her life (370). A
 not inconsiderable part of the grim pleasure she takes in dressing plainly comes from the
 same ascetic strain in her nature that causes her to lecture herself on the necessity of
 practicing "self-denial and economy . . . and steady exertion" (453; ch. 31). This self
 exhortation is delivered just as Lucy is coming to the realization that Graham Bretton is
 a man for whom women's appearance and social status matter a great deal, who "in
 appreciating the gem, could [not] forget its setting" but instead requires a love-object who
 possesses "the imprint of high cultivation, the consecration of careful and authoritative
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 protection, the adjuncts that Fashion decrees, Wealth purchases, and Taste adjusts"
 (463-64; ch. 32). Lucy must always be close to what she cannot have for her story to have
 the poignancy Bront? intends. Being just outside the market for fashionable commodities

 means that she herself is less marketable, that she cannot circulate herself as she might
 choose.

 Lucy Snowe's desires, however, are finally less quantifiable than those of the bur
 geoning consumer culture that helped to produce the market for Kashmir shawls and
 its multifarious imitations. Karl Marx complains in "The Communist Manifesto" that
 "the bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world market given a cosmopolitan
 character to production and consumption in every country. ... In place of the old
 wants, satisfied by the production of the country, we find new wants, requiring for their
 satisfaction the products of distant lands and climes" (207-08). Regardless of whether
 the "old wants" were in fact so satisfied, his succinct formulation ? the market creates
 the desire in the consumer ? is generally not taken up by historians of fashion or art
 (and Kashmir shawls, then and now, hover somewhere between these two poles) who
 tend to see the intrinsic qualities of Indian textiles as themselves primarily constitutive,
 at least initially, of consumer desire.3 Historians' technical explanations of what the
 shawls were, however, are indispensable to any attempt to understand cashmere's hold
 on the nineteenth-century imagination. To begin with the history of fashion: in The Art
 of Dress: Fashion in England and France, 1750-1820, Aileen Ribiero notes that "by
 the early nineteenth century, imitation cashmere shawls were being produced in Nor
 wich, Paisley, and Edinburgh, either of cotton or silk mixed with wool, or very fine
 wool. . . . Nothing, however, could match the real cashmere shawls for lightness and
 warmth, and this preference is clearly marked in contemporary portraiture" (125, em
 phasis added). That the Indian shawls, woven from the undercoat of Kashmir goats,
 were of unmatched and apparently unmatchable fineness and quality is virtually never
 disputed. (According to Ribiero, attempts were even made to cultivate the goats in
 Scotland, but the texture of their coats changed in the new climate, and these efforts
 were abandoned.) It can be argued that the feverish pace of textile-manufacturing in
 novations in England during the second half of the eighteenth century was predicated
 on the need to compete with the supply of high-quality Indian textiles.4 And yet the
 purely functional reasons for Kashmir shawls' precedence (lightness and warmth) do
 not account for its ubiquity in paintings of fashionable women, most notably of the
 Empress Josephine.5 Their virtues alone, however incontestable, cannot explain the
 shawls' mystique. Furthermore, to read these paintings only as recording and not per
 petuating desire seems limiting at best. The most famous portraits of French noble
 women and their cashmere shawls were those of Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres; while
 the shawls are faithfully rendered in the more austere portraits like that of Mme.

 Devau?ay (1807), in those of the Comtesse de Tournon (1812), Mme. Philibert Rivi?re
 (c. 1805) (Figure 39), and Mme. De Senonnes (c. 1814) (Figure 40) among others, the
 shawls contribute to what Robert Rosenblum has called "a hothouse ambiance of dense

 and indolent luxury" (108), thus linking these portraits thematically with Ingres's Grande
 Odalisque (1814) (Figure 41), whom Rosenblum calls "the most obsessively fascinating
 of Ingres's nudes," "an idle creature of the harem" who "reclines in padded luxury,
 fondled by satins, silks, furs, and feathers" (104, 107) (and who bears more than a
 passing resemblance to the printed description in Villette of "Cleopatra," if not to the
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 Figure 39. Jean-August-Dominique Ingres, Mme. Rivi?re, 1805. Oil. Mus?e de Louvre, Paris,
 France. Photograph courtesy of R?union des Mus?es Nationaux/Art Resource.
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 Figure 40. Jean-August-Dominique Ingres, Mme. De Senonnes, 1814. Oil. Mus?e des Beaux-Arts,
 Nantes, France. Photograph courtesy of R?union des Mus?es Nationaux/Art Resource.
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 Figure 41. Jean-August-Dominique Ingres, Grand Odalisque, 1814. Oil. Mus?e de Louvre, Paris,
 France. Photograph courtesy of R?union des Mus?es Nationaux/Art Resource.

 actual painting on which the passage was based, identified as De Biefve's "Une Aim?e.")
 By the 1850s, when Ingres painted Mme. In?s Moitessier (1851 (Figure 42) and 1856),
 the shawls, which Georges Vigne has noted "appear so frequently in [Ingres's] female
 portraits that they take on the character of an emblematic signature" (183) are entirely
 absent. Not only has fashion shifted to more ornate and wide-skirted dresses that do
 not support the lines of large shawls as did Empire gowns, but a status symbol has yet
 again been taken up by the upper-middle class just as the aristocracy that popularized
 the style has abandoned it.

 The shawls worn by mid-century Englishwomen, although probably not of a quality
 comparable to those so stunningly recorded by Ingres, were undeniably both warm and
 light, as their association in novels with domestic comfort as well as social status or fashion
 attests. Even this seemingly prosaic statement of fact, however, is capable of being magi
 cally transformed into a fragment of Orientalist fantasy. A catalogue from a 1975 exhibi
 tion of Kashmir shawls at the Yale University Art Gallery quotes one Desideri of Pistoia's

 An Account of Tibet 1712-1727:

 Most precious and magnificent are the cloths called scial in both Hindustan and Persian.
 These sciais are cloaks which envelop the head while the ends fall on either side of the
 body; thus the head, neck, shoulders, arms, breast, the back till below the hips and nearly
 to the knees are protected. These cloaks are so fine, delicate, and soft that though very
 wide and long they can be folded into so small a space as almost to be hidden in a closed
 hand. (Corrie 8)
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 Figure 42. Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, Mme. Moitessier, 1851. Oil. Samuel H. Kress Collec
 tion, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. Photograph ? Board of Trustees, National
 Gallery of Art, Washington. Used by permission.
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 Although any finely-spun and -woven wool can be folded into a small space, clearly the
 claim that properly folded Kashmir shawls may be concealed in the palm of one's hand is
 not only an exaggeration, but one with a familiar provenance. In the story of "Prince
 Ahmed and the Fairy Peri-Banou" in the Arabian Nights, the prince is given a magical tent
 that shrinks or expands as needed. Oddly enough, Charlotte Bront? also uses this tale in
 Villette to suggest the nature of Lucy's unrequited love for Graham Bretton:

 I kept a place for him, too ? a place of which I never took the measure, either by rule or
 compass: I think it was like the tent of Peri-Banou. All my life long I carried it folded in the
 hollow of my hand ? yet, released from that hold and constriction, I know not but its innate
 capacity for expanse might have magnified it into a tabernacle for a host. (572; ch. 38)

 While the Arabian Nights were less familiar to late twentieth century writers than they
 were to those of the nineteenth century, the fact that the very people who had the
 materials on hand to try the experiment apparently failed to realize that they were telling
 a version of a fairy tale that had been extant in Europe since the first years of the
 eighteenth century gives some indication of the sort of mythologizing impulse to which
 Kashmir shawls seem always to have been subject.6 Bronte's weaving of Oriental tales and
 Kashmir shawls into Villette is hardly coincidental; she knew the Arabian Nights well, and
 she not only refers to them explicitly at least ten times in the course of the novel,7 but she
 appropriates, for this story of a homeless 23-year-old in a foreign country, their sense of
 obscure and potent forces at work that might at any moment deliver up the unexpected.
 Thus the familiar contrivances and coincidences of the mid-Victorian novel are overlaid

 with a frisson of the unknowable that, as Bront? astutely realizes, can no longer be
 extracted from the worn-out conventions of the Gothic. In the dangerously Catholic world
 of the convent/school, Gothic trappings abound but are simultaneously skewered: the
 "mysterious" ghost-nun, before our very eyes, lights a cigar and falls out of a tree before
 being revealed to be nothing more than Ginevra Fanshawe's lover in disguise. The
 Arabian Nights offers fresher opportunities for Bront? to breathe a suggestion of the
 supernatural into Villette, and like the Bible, Romantic poetry, and Sir Walter Scott, it is
 central to Bronte's own idiom.8 Villette is a tale full of g?nies, fairies, elves, and magic
 lamps, and placed in this context, Mrs. Sweeny's shawl does perform a kind of transfor

 mative magic, however brief the duration of its effects.
 Further evidence of Bronte's association of Kashmir shawls with both respectable

 English womanhood and Oriental magic occurs in the moments when English men "play"
 with them. This play occurs both in Jane Eyre and Villette', in Jane Eyre, Rochester acts in
 a pantomime "costumed in shawls, with a turban on his head_he looked the very model
 of an Eastern Emir" (212; ch. 18),9 thus simultaneously retaining some relationship to his
 identity as lord and master of Thornfield and the most powerful man in the room, and

 making a piquant contrast to his habitual state of English manliness. In Villette, conversely,
 Graham Bretton is the unwitting object of a prank which his mother plays on him as he
 sleeps. As she tells Lucy in a letter,

 I took it into my head to play him a trick: so I brought out the sky-blue turban, and handling
 it and him with gingerly precaution, I managed to invest his brows with this grand adornment.
 I assure you it did not at all misbecome him; he looked quite Eastern, except that he is so fair.
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 ... and when I put my large Cashmere about him, there was as fine a young bey, dey, or pacha
 improvised, as you would wish to see. (340-41; ch. 24)

 Graham is, in this scene, infantilized and unmanned by being dressed by his mother in
 women's clothing (her own) without his knowledge. The magical transformation effected
 here by the shawl is that this act of feminizing simultaneously turns him into a man ? a
 "bey, dey, or pacha" ? who is both far more powerful than Graham is in real life and a
 figure of fun, a mama's boy and a ruler intimately associated in the popular English
 imagination with the fantasy of the seraglio. What Joan Copjec has called "the well-docu

 mented fantasy of an erotic and despotic colonial cloth" (106) is, like all fairy-tale magic,
 full of unguessed effects.

 But if Western art historians' work on Kashmiri textiles does not always avoid certain
 aspects of the mythologizing that surrounds them in Victorian literature, it is invaluable
 in that it provides a vocabulary for describing something we think we know (a shawl made
 of cashmere) but possibly do not. First, their preferred term, Kashmir, by delimiting a
 place of manufacture and not a fabric, suggests that a) what we know as "cashmere" is, or
 can be, many things, and b) the combination of textile and technique that made the shawls
 unique was historically and geographically circumscribed and needs to be considered
 separately from several categories of shawls that are commonly identified as "cashmere."
 Briefly, Kashmir shawls are understood to be those woven on hand looms from one of
 several grades of hair from two or more species of Asian goat. An 1865 magazine article
 entitled "Cashmere Shawls: Of What Are They Made?" raises this question in the context
 of what the writer perceives to be widely varying quality among the "cashmere" shawls in
 London shops, and opines that the difference may be accounted for not only by the use of
 various blends of wild and domestic goat hair and fleece, but the introduction of fine
 winter down from wild sheep, wolves, dogs, and yaks (W. M. W. 69). The shawls were
 woven using a unique twill-tapestry method known as kanikar, considered likely to be
 Iranian rather than Indian in origin; they were probably first produced in the late-fifteenth
 or early-sixteenth century, and continued to be made in much the same manner until
 increased European demand in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries pro
 voked modifications both in patterns and manufacturing techniques among the Kashmiri
 makers. Additionally, a vast range of machine-made European imitations were produced
 beginning in the first decade of the nineteenth century that may or may not have been sold
 as "v?ritable Cachemires."10

 The often-repeated truism available to Victorians was that Kashmir shawls were
 "immutable," "designed for eternity in the unchanging East; copied from patterns which
 are the heirloom of a caste, and woven by fatalists, to be worn by adorers of the ancient
 garment, who resent the idea of the smallest change" ("Shawls" 553). An abundance of
 evidence regarding design, manufacture, and materials would, however, suggest other
 wise. The design element most closely associated with Kashmir shawls, which came to be
 known as "Paisley," after the city in which imitation shawls were manufactured, is a case
 in point. (In French, "cachemire" typically refers to the abstract-teardrop shape itself, so
 closely have the shawls and the paisley pattern been linked since the 1850s. Today,
 cashmere garments of French manufacture are often labeled with the English "cashmere"
 to avoid confusion.) In an article tracing the sources and evolution of the Paisley motif in
 Kashmir shawls, Rebecca Wells Corrie argues that floral ornamentation of textiles, which
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 flourished in Northern India under the Mughals, became "increasingly stylized" (24)
 throughout the eighteenth century and that a stylized version of a popular "vase of
 flowers" design eventually mingled with a similarly common cypress motif to produce a
 single ornamental form, which tends to appear in neat rows on the borders of late
 eighteenth-century shawls. Corrie disputes the thesis of earlier textile historians that this
 motif is a direct descendant of ancient lotus bud and tree of life motifs that had earlier

 served as specific religious and royal symbols. Rather, it "carried some royal or sacred
 connotations" (46), as suggested further by its resemblance to the mango-shaped royal
 symbol seen elsewhere in South Asia, but represented a revival, and not the persistence,
 of such forms, and therefore cannot be said to carry the ancient meanings in as direct or
 uncomplicated a fashion as some have argued. Furthermore, Corrie cites evidence that by
 the early eighteenth century, designs apparently taken from English herb?is, or illustrated
 books of plants and flowers, were appearing in Indian textiles worn by members of the
 Mughal court (26-27).11 She writes, "curiously, the shawl motif of the eighteenth and
 nineteenth centuries has roots spread so extensively through the ancient Near East and
 India that it has escaped clear definition as a step child of European colonialism" (26),
 which in her estimation it clearly is. When the motif was brought to Europe to be copied,
 designers who were most likely unaware of the naturalistic roots of this already-stylized
 form turned it into the elongated and almost purely abstract shape ?"paisley" ? that
 adorned shawls from the 1850s on.

 The conflation of the terms "cashmere" (which can refer to a place, a fabric, a shawl,
 and in French, the paisley motif itself) and "paisley" (which can refer to a place, a shawl,
 or a design element) serves to obscure the history of the British centers of shawl produc
 tion, Edinburgh, Norwich, and Paisley. According to Pamela Clabburn, high-quality imi
 tation Indian shawls were made in Edinburgh as early as 1793, but the majority of such
 high-end shawls were manufactured in Norwich, with twenty manufacturers in place by
 1800. Most firms used freelance designers who copied widely from extant South Asian and
 French patterns. Paisley, on the other hand, was known in the late eighteenth century as
 a center for the production of muslin with a population of highly skilled weavers (244-45).
 The Paisley shawl industry emerged slightly after Norwich and made many types of shawls
 in addition to those of faux-Indian design,12 but was known for mass-producing copies of
 finer Norwich "Kashmir" shawls, to the consternation of Norwich manufacturers and their
 clients. But by 1818 the overseas market for such shawls had expanded from Turkey to
 Persia to India, where they were sold as the "Paisley Kashmir" (245). Thus it was the
 foreign trade that grafted the name of a Scottish city onto the shawls and, eventually, the
 design element.

 Although there is a certain logic to the abstracted "stepchild" motif's bearing a
 Western name, its Indian origins, which were obvious to the nineteenth-century observer,
 led John Ruskin in 1859 to use shawl patterns as an example of art produced by "cruel and
 savage nations, cruel in temper, savage in habits and conception" that produce art and
 design which exist purely to give pleasure "without caring to convey any truth" (63) about
 nature. Thus the paisley pattern, cut loose from its naturalistic moorings, returned to India
 both as commodity and cultural condemnation.

 Irwin traces a more straightforward path from the floral motif to the paisley than does
 Corrie, but he concurs that by the 1850s, "the Kashmir industry was largely under the
 domination of French merchants who had settled there, bringing with them their own
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 pattern books for native designers to copy" (25). Furthermore, the goat hair used in the
 shawls, besides varying widely in quality and fineness, was not necessarily a Kashmiri
 product, but was purchased from sources in Ladakh and western Tibet, and from Yarkant
 and Hotan (in present-day China) whose wool was apparently sold exclusively to the
 Kashmiris (Buie 41). A final complication lies in the fact that some of the very finest
 shawls were not woven from domestic goat hair at all, but from the fine winter undercoat
 of the wild ibex, which was in theory harvested from the shrubs on which the animal
 rubbed off its excess each spring. (Evidence suggests that in fact the animals were hunted
 for their valuable coats.) This wool was known as shah tus (Ames 19-20) rather than
 pashmina (goat-hair fiber).

 The textile historians' work thus begins to chip away at the Kashmir shawl's mythical
 status by demonstrating that the shawls' existence was no more magical or amazing than
 that of any other highly realized art form, but evolved within a complex network of
 cultural exchanges and trade opportunities. It also indirectly raises the possibility that by
 the mid-Victorian era, many "real cashmere" shawls were of questionable provenance. In
 Vanity Fair, the "white Cashmere shawl" (63; ch. 6) that Joseph Sedley brings his sister
 Amelia from Bengal might well be real, first because the novel is set in 1810, before the
 British shawl industry was sending its products to India, but also because plain white
 shawls were the most common and inexpensive of those manufactured in Kashmir, and
 were therefore most likely to have been genuine. As Buie writes, "the earliest Kashmir
 shawls were often made of twill-woven pashmina with no decoration and were dyed or left
 a natural ivory. Plain shawls such as these, which were woven in Kashmir as a staple good
 since they could be produced quickly, persisted throughout the history of shawl manufac
 ture" (43). Patterned shawls, which could take up to eighteen months to make, would have
 been far rarer in 1810, and were more likely to be worn in Europe by nobility than by
 members of the prosperous middle class.

 Vanity Fair does not recount the precise means by which the shawls were obtained14;
 as in most English novels, we only see shawls once they enter the realm of the domestic,
 where they are offered up to women as gifts. Men play a peculiar role in the novelistic
 acquisition of shawls: they not only pay for them, but frequently procure them as well. The
 women's shopping trip to purchase dress fabric or bonnet trimming is a stock scene in
 English domestic novels, and "Cashmere Shawls: Of What Are They Made?" notes
 ironically that "every lady who counts amongst her accomplishments the art of shopping,
 can with unerring precision select a shawl of real Cashmere manufacture out of a promis
 cuous heap of others, whether of British or foreign manufacture" (W. M. W. 68). Yet
 despite the appearance of several shawl vendors in London by the 1830s,15 shawls in
 novels are usually gifts or commissions from travelers to the "East." Thus the shawl
 becomes a kind of ritual of casting-off for the returning man ? he restores himself to
 England and to Englishness by handing over to the women a garment that was commonly
 understood to be worn in India by men.16 (A significant counter-example occurs in Lady
 Audley's Secret, preparing to be "hustled suddenly away" after both her fraud and her
 madness have been exposed, Lady Audley wraps herself in "an Indian shawl... that had
 cost Sir Michael a hundred guineas" [367; vol. 3, ch. 5]. The status markers of a social
 climbing impostor like Lucy Audley would naturally come from the marketplace.) In her
 article "Shawls, Jewelry, Curry, and Rice in Victorian Britain," Nupur Chaudhuri writes
 that in order "to protect their status as rulers and defend British culture in India, the
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 Anglo-Indians during the nineteenth century chose racial exclusiveness and altogether
 rejected Indian goods and dishes" (231) while residing in India.17 She then traces the

 manner in which Indian cultural artifacts were exploited for cash or social status once their
 possessors were safely back in England: women themselves continually bought and sold
 shawls by placing and answering ads in magazines. In Margaret Oliphant's Hester (1883),
 the widowed Mrs. John Vernon supplies her daughter with ball gowns by "sacrificfing]"
 her own Indian shawl, "which, after Hester and [her] pearls, was the thing in the world
 which the poor lady held most dear" (298; ch. 29). By bestowing Indian shawls upon their
 female relatives, then, men at once re-placed themselves in domestic space and left open
 the amusing possibility of playing at being "Oriental." Safely at home in Europe, the

 middle class is free to flaunt Indian servants, eat curry, decorate the home with Indian
 knick-knacks, and generally to act out in a properly circumscribed fashion the nightmare
 fantasy of "going native."

 The novels' insistence on removing the shawls from the cash nexus, or the realm of
 commodification, manifests itself in another way as well ? the shawls are often portrayed
 in mid-century novels either as old but stately garments that women seem always to have
 owned, or explicitly as heirlooms that women inherit rather than purchase. In Elizabeth
 Gaskell's North and South (1854), a novel in which textiles circulate continually, Indian
 shawls are largely stripped of their foreign (or at least Eastern) resonances and instead
 stand in for the established (as opposed to the new and vulgar), the handmade (as opposed
 to factory-wo ven Manchester calico), and that which can only be inherited or handed
 down, never purchased. We first hear that the wealthy Mrs. Shaw is giving her collection
 of "Indian shawls and scarfs" (37; ch. 1), which she received as gifts from her late husband,
 to her soon-to-be-married daughter Edith. Edith, however, a small "soft ball of muslin and
 ribbon, and silken curls" (35; ch. 1), is "half-smothered" in the imposing garments and uses
 them instead as picnic rugs; it is her tall, "queenly" cousin Margaret on whom this "garb
 of a princess" (39; ch. 1) finds its appropriate model. As Annette B. Weiner and Jane
 Schneider write in their introduction to Cloth and Human Experience, "Capitalist produc
 tion and its associated cultural values reordered the symbolic potential of cloth. ... By
 altering the process of manufacture, capitalism eliminated the opportunity for weavers
 and dyers to infuse their product with spiritual value and to reflect and pronounce on
 analogies between reproduction and production" (4). And certainly, social reproduction
 is at stake in the handing down of prized textiles from mother to daughter.18 Much anxiety
 is expended over the fact that Margaret ought to but does not have the kind of patrimony
 that makes Edith so desirable a match.

 Margaret's own Indian shawl, which she wears "as an empress wears her drapery" (99;
 ch. 7), seems to have much to do with the discomfort she provokes in the calico manufac
 turer Mr. Thornton at their first meeting. Margaret's identification with handcrafted
 rather than mass-produced goods is furthered by her well-bred horror at the "hideous"
 (101; ch. 7) wallpaper in the Hales's new home in Crampton, which Mr. Thornton orders
 redone because after meeting Margaret, he is "ashamed of having imagined that [the
 house] would do very well for the Hales, in spite of a certain vulgarity in it which had
 struck him at the time of his looking it over" (100; ch. 7). The effect of "vulgarity" is largely
 produced by the wallpaper, which had begun to be mass-produced only in 1841.19 The
 Hales were undoubtedly accustomed to looking at hand-printed wallpaper. Yet despite
 the bad taste the Thorntons display in their garish home, they are not exactly beneath the
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 Hales in the novel's code of textiles; Mrs. Thornton impresses Mrs. Hale at their first
 meeting by wearing lace "of that old English point which has not been made for this
 seventy years, and which cannot be bought" (139; ch. 12).

 Thus, North and South wants to value a past in which India's and England's textile
 industries are on equal terms as producers of first-quality handmade objects, but finally,
 in the resolution of its marriage plot (in which Margaret both inherits land and marries

 Mr. Thornton), it sides with Manchester. In so doing, it unites North and South, land
 based and manufacturing wealth, the Establishment and the worthy newcomer while
 gesturing obliquely at the union occurring just outside the picture: in the nineteenth
 century, two hundred years of tension was eased somewhat between the traders who made
 vast profits importing desirable Indian textiles and the English textile trade, which re
 sented the competition. The industrial novels tell and retell the story of English handloom
 weavers who were left to starve as the Industrial Revolution made their trade obsolete;
 what remains largely unarticulated is the fact that England's domestic economy could not
 have absorbed the increasing amounts of factory-made cotton cloth produced in England.
 Rather, the cotton manufacturers united to sell cotton cloth in South Asia, aided by the
 colonial government and the British army, who systematically dismantled India's textile
 industries in order to create a market for these new imported goods. In a colonial version
 of tommy-shops, company stores from which miners were forced to buy shoddy goods at
 inflated prices, administrators in India turned a profit by forcing the native populations to
 purchase British-made textiles.20 Although even the passive Edith notices that the (pre
 sumably French) calico in Corfu is less expensive and of better quality than that which she
 habitually purchased in England, Margaret's evolution into a mill owner's wife serves to
 valorize Manchester and an industry whose remarkable expansion, commonly attributed
 to advances in machine technology, was in reality driven by the increase in markets
 brought about by the expansion of the empire.

 That shawls in North and South are usually referred to as "Indian" rather than
 "cashmere" points to another potential source of confusion about their origins, especially
 those purchased abroad by East India Company employees: there may have been good
 reason for sellers of Indian shawls to conflate "Indian" and "Cashmere," knowing as they
 did that the middle-class English market did not necessarily understand the difference
 between the shawls produced in Kashmir and high-quality shawls from other regions of
 India. To speak of Kashmir as part of the East India Company's territories, as it is
 commonly assumed to have been, would be inaccurate. By the mid-nineteenth century,
 the distinctions between "British India" and the territories proper were slippery at best;21
 nevertheless, Kashmir in 1846 had the unenviable distinction of being sold by the British
 to a Sikh ally, Ghulab Singh, even though it had never been formally under British
 control. The first Anglo-Sikh war, which lasted only from December of 1845 to March of
 1846 and consisted of four major campaigns, had nevertheless cost over a thousand
 British lives, far more than the public was accustomed to expect in colonial actions, and
 thus brought more attention to the Punjab and Kashmir than ever before. From that point
 forward, "News from the Punjab" was a familiar heading in the Times of London. In
 addition to disposing of Kashmir and giving the British widespread powers in the Punjab
 (which was formally annexed in 1849 at the close of the second Sikh War), the Treaty of

 Amritsar, signed at the first war's conclusion, required that Kashmir's new ruler, Ghulab
 Singh, acknowledge "the supremacy of the British Government and ... in token of
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 supremacy present annually to the British Gov't, one horse, twelve perfect shawl goats of
 approved breed (six male and six female), and three pairs of Kashmiri shawls" (qtd. in
 Dhar, appendix J; see also Irwin 24). These shawls were sent each year to Queen Victoria,
 and shifted back toward being what Household Words had imagined them to be: royal
 tributes. ("Shawls" gushes: "for thousands of years have Eastern potentates made pre
 sents of shawls to distinguished strangers" [552]). Victoria herself, even before being
 named Empress of India in 1876, took up the ritual of giving Indian shawls as gifts to
 visiting dignitaries. Describing this practice, Adrienne Munich notes that Victoria in
 many such ways "imported India to England ... for her, as for many subjects, India gave
 Britain a symbol of empire" (147).

 But as Irwin points out, although the Norwich and Paisley shawl industries had been
 producing imitation machine-made Kashmir shawls since the turn of the century, by the
 1860s these shawls were ubiquitous. In England

 By 1870 a Jacquard-woven Paisley shawl could be bought for as little as [one pound], and the
 identical pattern printed on cotton for only a few shillings. Thus, the Kashmir style, originally
 a mark of exclusiveness and exotic rarity, had now become vulgar and mundane as a result of
 its popularity. (25)

 "Cashmere Shawls: Of What Are They Made?," written in 1865, asserts that the London
 shawl market had been in a downturn since 1860. As Ruskin's comments on Indian
 savagery suggest, the Indian Uprising of 1857, and particularly the way it was presented
 to the English reading public, while it cannot be held accountable for this downturn,
 nevertheless produced a wave of anti-Indian sentiment that temporarily cooled the popu
 lar taste for all things Indian. Ruskin spells out for us the underside of Orientalism:
 romanticizing Kashmir shawls may turn into demonizing them within the same conceptual
 framework.

 But Orientalist aesthetics, as Said argues, are inextricable from politics and econom
 ics, and political and economic developments influenced the shift in fashion that, on the
 surface at least, brought the shawl market to the point of collapse. The Franco-Prussian
 war damaged the French market for Kashmiri goods, and the influx of imitations simulta
 neously diminished the status of Kashmir shawls and priced them out of the market in
 both England and Western Europe. The Kashmir shawl industry was abandoned by
 European traders, and many of the shawl-makers, faced with starvation in the Kashmir
 famine of 1877-79, emigrated to the Punjab (Kapur 275-77). In 1901, an article in the

 Magazine of Art pronounced Kashmir shawl-making through its title "An Extinct Art";
 although it names "the Franco-German War" and "the abolition of forced labour in
 Kashmir" (452) as the primary causes, this opinion, while generally accepted in the West,
 is frequently disputed by Indian historians. N. N. Raina, for example, argues that the
 collapse by 1880 of an industry that in 1865 had employed 30,000 workers was due
 primarily to the influx of cheap British shawls in European markets; the British claim that
 the Franco-Prussian war was to blame is, he asserts, an "alibi" (21).

 Thus the precarious balance between Englishness and exoticism was tipped by a
 cascade of events that served at once to focus public attention on the Indian shawls' place
 of origin and to muddy their identity through widespread imitation. Women's bodies were
 still the site of elaborate systems of class demarcation, but the signs themselves shifted,
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 and this shift was recorded in one of the few novels of the 1880s that mentioned shawls at

 all. Readers of Hester, published in 1883, who would recognize a time roughly fifteen years
 before by the outworn fashions Oliphant carefully evokes ? Ellen's Th?s Dansantes and
 Hester's tarlatan ball gowns (231,235; ch. 23) ? would also see the wisdom of Mrs. John's
 decision, when forced to part with one of the two prized possessions of her own youth in
 the 1840s, to sell her Indian shawl and keep her pearls for her daughter to wear. Despite
 her attachment to it, the shawl could no longer do the crucial work of marking Hester as
 a young woman of distinction, work the pearls perform flawlessly.

 By the end of the nineteenth century, older and finer specimens of twill-tapestry
 weaving were being collected by museums, but the shawls themselves were utterly deval
 ued as fashion. When the worldly and self-absorbed Mrs. Allonby in Oscar Wilde's 1894
 play A Woman of No Importance directs young Gerald Arbuthnot to bring her "some
 thing nice from your travels" (having failed to absorb the fact that Gerald has rejected the
 idea of being an imperial adventurer and is staying home), this consummate woman of
 fashion cautions, "not an Indian shawl ? on no account an Indian shawl" (4.1.101-03).

 Columbia University

 NOTES

 1. An early example of this lesson occurs in Jane Austen's Mansfield Park, when Lady Bertram
 hopes that her young nephew, who has just received a commission in the Navy, will be sent
 to the "East Indies" so that he can bring her back a shawl or two (305; ch. 13).

 2. For example, Lucy explains that she understood the significance of the events leading up to
 Miss Marchmont's death because she has witnessed three such deaths in her life (46; ch. 4);
 on arriving in Boue-Marine, she is confused by the foreign currency and overpays three
 times (62; ch. 6); in the course of the novel she arrives in three different cities ? London,
 Boue-Marine, and Villette ? alone, in the dark and rain; she is the governess of three
 children and the teacher of three forms; Mrs. Bretton's son has three distinct identities:
 Graham (the boy), Dr. John (the physician), and Isidore (Ginevra's lover); Lucy sees the
 nun three times, ascends to the attic three times, etc.

 3. For critiques of this position, see Preteceille and Terr ail chapters 1 and 2, and Lee chapters
 2 and 3.

 4. For example, Hamilton quotes a report on the external commerce of Bengal for 1804-5: "We
 should not be so sanguine as to expect that the demand for the piece-goods of India can ever
 be so great as formerly, since numerous and extensive manufactories have recently been
 established in the interior of France as well as England. The weavers have there succeeded
 in imitating with so much exactness the fabrics of Bengal, particularly our coarse and

 middling assortment of muslins, that there is every reason to believe our trade in muslins of
 this description whether for the home or foreign markets must invariably dwindle to noth
 ing" (178).

 5. Josephine's obsession with Kashmir shawls is well-known; she is said to have possessed
 hundreds of them, and was frequently painted wearing them. See Ribiero ch. 3, L?vi-Strauss
 16.

 6. While it is true that Orientalism had not been published in 1975, Buie reprinted an updated
 version of her article in 1996 with no modifications to this section. For a discussion of

 museum curators' relationship(s) to critiques of imperialism and Orientalism, see Barringer
 and Flynn's introduction to Colonialism and the Object: Empire, Material Culture, and the
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 Museum. See also Poovaya-Smith's article in the same volume, in which she affirms her
 "deep respect" for the work of Edward Said, Homi Bhabha, and Gayatri Chakravorty
 Spivak, but explains her need as a curator of a local museum in Bradford, England to "set it
 aside" in order to "let the [largely South Asian] public, the Bradford collections [of Indo
 Pakistani art], and the exhibitions develop their own momentum" (112-13).

 7. For example, she mentions "Bedreddin Hassan" (210; ch. 16), "the Slave of the Lamp" (262;
 ch. 20), "the Barmecide's loaf" (335; ch. 24), "the valley of Sinbad" (365; ch. 26), and "an
 Alnaschar dream" (552; ch. 38).

 8. Romantic poetry and the works of Walter Scott are themselves freighted with Arabian
 Nights imagery. See Said's Orientalism, (192-93), on the failure of such mid-century novels
 as Tancred, for which "the Oriental motif . . . was not principally a stylistic matter," as it
 seems to be for Bront?. Tancred's failure, Said argues, is predicated on Disraeli's "perhaps
 overdeveloped knowledge of Oriental politics and the British Establishment's network of
 interests," which force him "to confront a set of imposing resistances to his individual
 fantasy."

 9. For a discussion of such images in Jane Eyre, see Perera ch. 4.
 10. See Irwin 1-6; L?vi-Strauss 15.
 11. For other narratives of the "development" of the Paisley motif over the course of the

 nineteenth century, see Irwin 11-13 and Ames ch. 4, "Symbolism and the Boteh."
 12. Clabburn mentions tartan, "Angola," "blue style," "Harlequin," and kirking shawls as

 popular styles manufactured in Paisley.
 13. See Ames ch. 8.
 14. For a sustained reading of the role of the colonies in domestic English novels, see Said,

 Culture and Imperialism.
 15. See Adburgham 98-100, for a list of shawl purveyors. The surface explanation for women's

 demanding gifts of shawls would be that it was presumably less expensive to purchase them
 from a shawl broker abroad, and that they were more likely to be genuine.

 16. See Buie 39.
 17. See also Cohn 310, who argues that a notable exception to this practice could be found

 among the English "whose careers were spent up-country as British representatives in
 Muslim royal courts, where it was usual for some of them to live openly with Indian
 mistresses and to acknowledge their Indian children. These semi-Mughalized Europeans,
 although wearing European clothes in their public functions, affected Muslim dress in the
 privacy of their homes. The wearing of Indian dress in public functions by employees of the
 Company was officially banned in 1830."

 18. In a later example, Eliot's Mill on the Floss, Mrs. Tulliver is horrified at the thought that her
 wedding linen, which she spun and embroidered herself, is to be sold at auction rather than
 passed down to her children (215-17; Book 3, ch. 2). So must the unluckiest of the Dodson
 sisters give up the tangible markers of her ability to reproduce herself socially through her
 offspring.

 19. I am grateful to Radhika Jones for bringing this to my attention.
 20. See, for example, Mukherjee ch. 5 for a discussion of the "ruination of artisans" and the

 forcible sale of British goods. See also Bayly, who notes that "after 1905, the import of
 British-made cloth into India and the ensuing destruction of Indian handicraft production
 became the key theme of Indian nationalism" (285). Bayly, unlike Mukherjee, sees the
 takeover of the Indian textile market largely in terms of changing tastes and economic
 factors (302-08). He argues that as in the case of European desire for Indian shawls, the
 quality of the products produced the desire to own them, but acknowledges the role of the
 creation of a "colonial elite" who felt impelled to imitate Western dress in the workplace and
 therefore needed English textiles.
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 21. Anderson categorizes the conquest of India as belonging to a "prenational age" thus:
 "'India' only became 'British' twenty years after Victoria's accession to the throne. In other
 words, until after the 1857 Mutiny, 'India' was ruled by a commercial enterprise ? not by a
 state, and certainly not by a nation-state" (90).
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